Electrochromic-Tuned Plasmonics for Photothermal Sterile Window.
Electrochromic materials are widely used in smart windows. An ideal future electrochromic window would be able to control visible light transmission, tune building's heat conversion of near-infrared (NIR) solar radiation, and reduce attacks by microorganisms. To date, most of the reports have primarily focused on visible-light transmission modulation using electrochromic materials. Herein, we report the fabrication of an electrochromic-photothermal film by integrating electrochromic WO3 with plasmonic Au nanostructures and demonstrate its adjustability during optical transmission and photothermal conversion of visible and NIR lights. The localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of Au nanostructures and the broadband nonradiative plasmon decay are proposed to be tunable using both the electric field and the WO3 substrate. Further enhanced photothermal conversion is achieved in colored state, which is attributed to coupling of traditional visible-band optical switching with NIR-LSPR extinction. The resulted electrochromic-photothermal film can also effectively reduce the numbers of attacking microorganisms, thus promising for use as a sterile smart window for advanced applications.